Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural
Education and British Values

English
In English this term, we will be studying a

Mathematics
In

Mathematics

the

children

will

be

The children will be focusing on dreams

variety of books and different writing genres.

and goals this term. The children are

developing a wide range of mathematical

We will be focussing on the book ‘Billionaire

going to be setting goals and learning

understanding.

Boy’. The children will use the text and

how we work towards them and how to

focussing on solving word problems using all

complete a wide range of writing from it. The

cope with disappointment if we don’t

four methods, multiplying and dividing by

children will also complete regular SPaG tests

10, 100 and 1000, calculating the area and

achieve them.

and spelling tests throughout the term.

perimeter of shapes, using co-ordinates,
translating

Computing

Year 4

In computing, we will be learning to code
with the help of Purple Mash. The children

Term 4

and

The

children

reflecting

will

shapes

be

and

converting between different units of time.
The children will also be using TT Rockstars
to learn their times tables.

will code different games and apps to
complete a series of challenges. We will
also

be

creating

PowerPoints

using

Physical Education

Microsoft Power Point and using the

In PE the children will be doing dance. The

internet to improve our research skills.

children will be using their Music lessons to
create dances from different periods and
styles. Once the weather gets warmer, the
children will be learning the skills of Hockey.

Music
Our Music lessons will be used to build
performances from different periods and

We will be learning the skills of passing,

Religious Education
The children will learn about ‘Salvation’.
We will be focussing on the main question
‘Why do Christians call the day Jesus died
‘Good Friday’?

shooting, tackling and dribbling.

styles. We will learn a Renaissance dance,
walk down the aisle to Wagner’s bridal

Science

History / Geography

In Science we will be looking at Sound. The

The children will be completing the topic

children will be learning about how sound is

‘Locational Knowledge’. The children will be

made, how sound travels to our ears, how

using atlases and maps to discover different

vibrations make sounds louder and quieter
artist

continents, oceans and capital cities. The

and also how the pitch affects whether the

Kandinsky. We will be re-creating his

children will also read maps using the four

sound is higher or lower. The children will also

work and learning about his other pieces

and six figure grid references.

be making panpipes and string telephones to

using watercolours and collages.

further demonstrate this knowledge.

march and dance the mashed potato!

Art/Design Technology
We

will

be

focusing

on

the

